
protecting organisations, connecting people

Entra Identity
Governance

4-WEEK PROOF OF CONCEPT



Protecting organisations, connecting people.
Bespoke external IAM solutions that drive growth, reduce friction, and improve security.

Slow onboarding
and offboarding of

staff and temporary
workers.

Process
Vulnerabilities and
compliance risks

caused by manual
interventions

Treating all users the
same ignores diverse

access needs and
leads to inefficient
license utilisation.

Manual creations
and multiple

accounts per user
increase risks and

costs.

Siloed systems
create blind spots
and make access

reviews near
impossible.

Entra ID Governance: solving common business challenges



Microsoft Entra ID Governance
Your Key to Efficient Access Management

Streamline access for employees,
suppliers, and business partners to

both cloud-based and on-
premises applications and

services.

Boost Productivity

Leverage machine learning for access
decisions to mitigate the potential risks

associated with access misuse and
establish reviews to verify the ongoing

user, group or access privileges.

Strengthen Security

Assign routine resource access
requests to relevant business groups
and automate the approval process

for standard resource access.

Automate routine tasks



Microsoft Entra ID Governance
A Proof of Concept tailored to your user needs

Together, we will
collaboratively
define your unique
identity personas
and access
requirements.

Scoping
Workshop

To ensure smooth
integrations with your
HR systems. 

System
Assessment

Provisioning and
automation for on-
premises, cloud, or
hybrid  users

Identity Lifecycle
Management

This PoC goes beyond a demonstration of Entra ID Governance; it's a transformative experience designed to show you the
value of Identity Governance in a setting real and familiar to you and your stakeholders. 

Role-Based Access
Configuration

Implement granular
access controls
tailored to your
specific roles and
personas



Microsoft Entra ID Governance
A Proof of Concept tailored to your user needs

Empower users with
self-service requests
and automated
approvals for faster
access.

Streamlined
access requests 

So your stakeholders can
witness the power of
Entra ID Governance
with a personalised
hands-on experience.

Interactive
stakeholder
demonstration

 Capture
configuration
decisions and
ensure smooth
implementation to
prepare you for
future deployment.

Low level design
documentation

Optimised existing
investments

 Leverage your
existing Entra ID
licenses to help you
reach their full
potential.
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End to end
automation of 
joiners and leavers Automated

offboarding

personas

Scalable Solution 

onboarding and 

Multiple complex user 

Customer Story
Global Electronics Manufacturer

Entra Identity 
Governance Proof of

Concept
Automating internal and 

external joiners and 
leavers

Guestuser access
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Speak to our team

Cameron Bell
IAM Lead, Public

Sector

Fiona Edmond
IAM Lead,
Education

Lisa Guit
IAM Lead,

Utilities

Gillian Jones
IAM Lead,

Hospitality &
Travel

cameron.bell
@condatis.com

fiona.edmond
@condatis.com

gillian.jones
@condatis.com

lisa.guit
@condatis.com
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